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The conference was held under the chairmanship of
Prof. D. Braess (Bochum), Prof. W. Hackbusch (Kiel)
and Prof. U. Trottenberg (Essen).

Dur i n9 t he 5 day s 0 f t he co nfe ren ce, 31 tal ks w·er e gi ve n ;
t herewe res peake".r-s f rom 8 d i f f e ren t ". co tJ ntri' es.

The centre of interest in the more theoretical
contributions was the exact convergence proof for
multigrid methods.

In the last years some remarkable improvements
were obtained in the theory of multigrid methods
especially with respect to quantitative results:
it was possible to 'clo'se the gap between the theoretically
pro vab1e rate 0 f co nver gen ce and t he ef f i. eie ncy
which is pract;cally observed at least for simple model
probl ems. At the cO,nference, i t became evi dent tha t those
mul ti gri d e'X'pe:t'ts whi eh are more i nterested in theory now

treat also more complicated problems. For example,
they presented multigrid methods for the solution
of finite-element approximations espeeial1y for the
Stokes- and the biharmonic problem. Here, ho~~ver, the
gap between theory and practice mentioned above is not
yet closed.

On the other hand in the talks with"a more practical back
ground, the main point of interest was th~.development

of hi ghly e f f i ce nt an d fa stal gor i t hms, f 0 r wh ich, ho\~

e~er, an exact €onvergence proof ;s not yet possi~le.

In these talks multigrid sol vers for the Stokes- arid
for the biharmonic equat;on were also discussed. In
order to make a objective and reliable eomparison possible
between the different algorithms for this class of
problems in regard to efficency and aecuracy, it was
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suggested that the" GAMM-Fa~hausschuss uEffiziente
numerische Verfahren für partielle_ Differential
gleichungen" should organize a competition in which
a 11 th ese me t h0 ds s hau 1d be te s ted wi t h somewe 11
defin~d model problems. The participants of the
conference were &sked to propose suitable model
problems for this purpose.
In the more practical talks, questions of software
deve10pment were also discussed. A number of
contributions were further concerned w;th _the multigrid
solution of very difficult problems arising in physica1
applications; most of the examples treated here originate
in fluid - or aerodynamics (Eu1er equations, Navier
Stokes equations) .. The importance of 3D-problems for
practical applications and their specia~ difficu1ties
were mentioned; first multigrid results for a simple
3D-model problem (Poissans equation in a cube) as well
as some results of a theoretica1 analysis were presented
in two talks.

"Another central point of the conference was the multigrid
solution of eigenvalue problems. Five lectures were given
on this subject reaching form theoretical analysis and

development of new algorithms up to the applicat;on to
a highly complicated physical p~oblem.

"" . ~On two,' evenings, .th'ose 'open questions and p"roblems were
taken up which were of special interest in the morning
and afternoon- lectures and, which were partly discussed

" in a rather controversial way.
The first evening was,"dedicated to the field of
Umultigrid methods arid finite - element approximationll.In
the second one, Prof. A. Brandt gave a detailed
introduction to his theoretical view of elliptic
differential- and difference operators and to t~e

,importance of ellipiticity in the multigrid context.

•

•
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Abstracts

o. AXELSSON:

An efficient finite element method for nonlinear dif
fusion problems

A mixed variable f.e. method is used for the derivation
of an efficient iterative method for diffusion problems.
The formulation has two advantages as com~ared to clas
sical finite element methods:
(i) Updating of the material coefficients is simplified.
(ii) The discrete approximation is much more accurate
for problems with (almost) distontinuous coefficients,
where the discontinuily occurs in the interior of the
elements.
An iterative method based on preconditioning by the
10wer order (piecewise linear b.f.) is used for the
solution of thehigher" order (piecewise quadrat;c b.f.)
approximations. The solution of the linear b.f. equa
tions on the form BM(u)-~BTa=F is done efficiently by
use of the general i zed invers es of Band BT. Thi s means
that two Poisson solvers are applied at every nonlinear
iteration. A-similar application on the Stokes problem
is also discussed.

R. BANK:

The use of accelerated smoothing' procedures in multi
"gri d i tera ti ans

We consider th~ use of acceleration procedures (e.g.
Chebyshev and conjugate gradient) for enhancing the
effectiveness of the basic smoother in the multigrtd
iteration. F~r a fixed smobthing procedure the use ~f

a,c ~e 1e r.a ~ i yn. ca n i nc rea s e the conve rgen ce ra te fram
0(_) to 0(-2)' where m is the number of smoothing steps.

m m '
"It is shown' that the minimum residual version of the
conjugate gradient algorithm computes an optimal
sequence of acceleration parameters.
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K. BUHMER:

Mesh Independence Principle for Newtons ~ethod and
multi-level applications

Let Fz=O be an operator equation discretized into
~hzh=O. We compute Z and zh, resp., by Newtons method

(NM) F1(zv)(zv+l-zv)=-Fzv and Fhl{z~)(Z~+l-z~)=Fhz~ ,

Z~:=Ihzo" where we assume the usual conditions for
quadrati c con vergence to Z for F. Under regul ari ty •
assumptions for z and zo' z . (available) and the usual
stability and consistency c~nditions {order p} for Fand
Fh , and (unusually) for F1·and Fhl we have
Z~-IhZv=O(hP), Fhzhv-IhFzv= O(h P). Furthermore, the
number of it~ations to obtain a certain tolerance ,T

i n (NM) .i 5 ; nd e pe nden t 0 f t he s te ps 'i Ze' h f 0 r h s uf f ; c ; e n tl Y
sma 11. This result' is used to formulate efficient strategies
to solve nonlinear equafiions arising in discretization.
This allows to obtain Z , essentially independent of
z~o on a coarse grid~ in the equivalence of 2-3 itera
tions on the final grid.

c. BOLLRATH:

Mu 1t igri d alg'ori'thms' 'for 'the dam pro'b lern

We deal with the application of multigrid techniques to
the two dimensional dam problem. Especially H.W.Altls
va r i a t ; 0 na1 ; ne qua 1 ; t Y f 0 r m.u 1a t ion 0 f t he prob1em ; 5 -
considered, which works in-a qu;te general situation. Two ~
multi level algorithms have been developed. The first one
consists of relaxation- steps and of solving auxiliary.
problems of obstacle type in the saturated part of the
dame These auxiliary problems only have the discrete pres-
sure as unknown. They are solved approximatively by a
two-grid methode .
The second method is a pure multigrid algorithm of FAS
type. The natural f.e. residual weighting operator has
to be modified in boundary-nodes, in order to handle a
condition of complementarity in the right way.
Solving several test-problems our first algorithm turned
out to be faster than the relaxation method of H.W. Alt,
höwever the pure multigrid algorithm ;s significantly
the fastest. The speed of convergence is nearly indepen
dent of meshsize and not sensitive to changes in the
permeability.
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D. BRAESS:

On the numerical solution of the biharmonic eg~ation

The formulation of the biharmonic equation ö 2u=f in
n, u=au/an=O on an, in mil<ed .form leads to an equation
. . . M BI . 0

with the structure (R 0 }(~) = (f). We discuss the pre
conditioned cg-methoa for the reduced system
SM- 1ST u=f. Th~ first step for precondi tioning ·is the
modi f i ca t ion' '0 f t heb 0 und a r y cb ti d i t ; 0 ns t 0 ge t t wo
Poisson iquations. This gives.rise to a condition num
ber O(h- ). Ihe second step consist 'in applying the. in-.
~omplete Choleski decomposition. The standard way leads
to a condition number Q(h- 3 ), i .. e. not to' a squari"ng of
the usual O(h- 1) result for the Poisson equation. It
is shown for which norms multigrid procedures are assu
med to have good convergence factors such that they are
good preconditioners.

A. BRANDT:

Ac cura cy and .fa s' t .s' 0" 1Li t ;- 0 n .o' f .non - e Tl i pt; c b0 uncl ar y

v'a Tue pröblems

Far general linear algebraic systems and appropri~te

relaxation schemes, a general property af slow-to-con
verge errors is formulated. Thi~ praperty makes the
errat approximable on much lawer dimensional spaces. In
case of elliptic operators this property is equivalent
to smoothness. Scale-dependent measures of ellipticity
are defined for differential and discrete operators.
Types of non-ellipticity and corresponding types of
multigrid solvers. They typically solve to truncation
level in one-cycl e FMG ,and thei rsol uti ons can in fact
be better approximation than the exact discrete solutions.
Theoreti.ca 1 and pra cti ca 1 tools used to predi ct and de
sign the multigrid efficiency are modified for non-ell,ip
ti c cases .. Examp 1es i ncl ude non-s taggered approx i ma t ion
t~ Stokes equations and 'convection~dominated boundary
~alue problems. .
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w. HACKBUSCH:

Simultaneous eigenvalue calculation

To compute k eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a general
unsymmetric matrix L, one can determine k vectors uicollected in U and an upper triangular kxk matrix A
such that LU-~A=O, UTU=I. The Newton method applied to
this problem leads to linear eyuatioDsof the form
L SU - SU A - U SA = F, 6UTU+U 6U=G (F, G given). It
is shown that these equations form ~ staggered system .

.Accordi~g to this structure, a multigrid algorithm is
constructed.

P.W. HEMKER:

MG methods "for the °Euler °equaoti ons

New results for multigrid methods for the EUler-equa
tions will be discussed.
Th~ emphasis will be on the solution of the discrete
s~eady-state equations 1 obtained by Osher upwind dis
cretizations - both ls~ and 2nd order - for non-isen
tropic flow in 2 d;mensions. Several relaxations in
combination with multigrid will be considered.

G. HOFMANN:

Solving elliptit ~igenvalue probl~ms by multigrid 
methods

Analogously to the SOR~method for eigenvalue problems
one can find a multigrid methode This method involves
projections on the orthogonal space of the eigenspaces
to solve othe singular coarse grid equations. In this
talk estimates are given, which show the effect of
dropping these projections and of errors in coarse
grid-eigenvalues to the convergence of this multigrid
methode

•

•
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H. HOL STEl N', G. PA PA~1 At~ 0L I S :

A multigrid treatment of Stokesian boundary conditions

In order to treat the steady two-dimensional Stokes
problem as coupled stream function and vorticity Dirich
let systems, the method of Thom is used to obtain a
discrete boundary condition on vorticity. Such a boun
dary condition requires special considerations when
a multigrid solver employing pointwise relaxation is
used. We"demonstrate some boundary treatments that
exhibit ideal global smoothing rates, when lexicogra
phic collective Gauss-Seidel interior relaxations with
full weighting and W-cycles are used. For one particu
lar treatment, ideal rates are also obtained with in
jection.

J. KARLISCH:

C0 nver gen ce" rat es 0 f t he 'm ü 1t f 9r f d m. e t ho'd f 0 r' a
three dimensional model problem

For the Poi sson-equati on _.on a subspace of !R-. 3 we ~tudy
a finite element discretization by cubical elements and'
an alternating multil.e~el algorithm. .
Wecomoute exact convergence rat~s via a strengtheded
Chauchy inequality by the application of a~ algebraic
methode A comparison of these rates with some rates we
derive by the method of Fourier analysis for finite
difference discretizations shows that they are too pes
simistic for many cases. However we have to take into
a~count that they also hold for non-convex domains.
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R. KETTLER:

Seme aspects of the application ef multigrid in oil
reservoir simulation

- An up-to-date reservoir simulator should be ab1e
to cope with a variety of oil/gas flow problems
without 100sing i-ts reliability. Simulators there
fore consist of huge program packages , which are
usua1ly very expensive in their set~up. A problem in
reservoir simulation is the large amount of computing
time per simulation. Frequent1y, much of this time is
spent in the solution of sparse linear a1gebraic sys
tems.

- In 1980, multigrid (MG) had proved to be a very effi
cient solution metbod for large linear systems ari
sing from discreti~ations of simple cases of partial
differential equations. "

- Hence, it was de~ided to start a four-year project
to make MG a fast and reliable sparse system solver
in reservoir simulation, though it was understood that
MG might have further possibilities as welle Investi
gation of the different types of discreti~ations

tau 9ht us t he ne ces s i ~ Y t 0 ex t end MG t 0 e. g". non - re ct-
'angular reg ions, strong inhomogen; ti es, strong an i so

tropies, convection -dominated equati~ns, systems of
partial differential equations and 3D. This involved
careful choices of the MG components. The result is a
fast and reliable sparse system solver in reservoir
simulation, hut the implementation into the existing
software turned out to be very involved.

C•. LACOR:

Cale u1 at i 0" n .(j f 30, .i nv i s c' i d, .rot ati o'na"l 'f1 0 ws us ; nS
"a rflulti"g'rid method

A method to calculate the three-dimensional, inviscid,
rotational flow in ducts and turbomachines has been de
veloped. The three-dimensional flow is split into a po
tential part, descrtbed by an elliptic equation, and a
rotational part, described by two convective equations.
An energy equation completes the set.
The equations are solved us;ng a multigrid method, based
on a Galerkin finite element approach. The program allows

." the use of arbi trary body fi tted meshes. A procedure i s

•
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followed, assuring that the space of finite elements
on a coarse grid is always an inclusion of the. space
of finite elements on the next finer grid. The con
struction of non-uniform interpolation and residual
weighting operators, consistent with this approach,
leads to simple expressions, without having to make
any approximation d~e to the non cartesian mes~. A
Gauss Seidel zebra alternating line relaxation ;s
used as smoother. The program is based on the Full
Approximation Scheme and uses V-cycles. Results will
be presented for the potential flow as well as the
complete rotational flow in ducts and turbomachines.

J. LINDEN:

A Navier-Stokes problem in stream function-vorticity
formulation

I n t h.istalk a mu1t i 9r i d met h0 d f 0 r t he c0 mputat ion 0 f
stationary flow fields in the gap between two coaxially ro
tating spheres is presented. The question of introdu
cing artificial viscosity in order to keep the, d'iscrete
equations h-elliptic js discussed as well as the question
how to treat the no-slip boundary conditions of the
stream function correctly in MG methods. This is studied
in same detail for the model case of the biharmonic
equation. A very efficient multigrid sol ver for this
fourth order bvp. is presented.
Finally numerical results are shown for the flow in the
g~lp where the outer sphere is rotating and the. inner
one is at rest.

J.F. MAITRE, F. MUSY:

"Mult{grid methods in a variational framework; formi
·1 i za t ion", bas ; c .c" 0 nce pt s, "e' s' t fm ci t ion 0f c 0 nver 9 e Ji ce
factars for same smoothe~s

Ta salve the symmetrie variational problem:
uEH, a(u,v) = L(v), ,VvEH, multigrid methods are con~
structed using a sequence of nested subspaces of H.
Sounds for the convergence rate in the "energy-norm"
are obtained in two ways. The first gives a result which
depends on the integer ~ characterizing the cycle and

.does not prove the case of the V-cycle. The second gives
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abound not depending on ~ and proves the V-cycle
case. The convergence factors are made more precise
for different classes of smoother~: S.O.R., p steps
of Richardson, p steps of two block G.S., ... All the
factors are computed exactly for the monodimensional
laplacian on a regular mesh with piecewise linear
approximation for the smoother of Richardson. The
sharpness of the convergence bounds is very good for
such a model problem.

J. MANDEL:

Algebra;c analysis of multigrid methods

Multigrid methods in a variational setting '(finite
elements) and in the positive ~efinite case converge
·with h-independent rate of convergence even with one
smoothing step only. This is well knQwn fo~ HZ-regular
problems. The ~ase of less regul~r problems and W-cycles
is new. Also, the convergence proof is extremely simple
once the approximation assumption is verified.

I .. MAREK:

On some aspects ·of homogenisa·ti'on ·an·d aggregation
in the multi-level context

A general two~level algorithm of solVi.ng linear equa
tions in Banach space is shown to be l.ocally conver
gent .. As particular cases of this alg~ri~hm 6ne can
consider the aggreqation method used in algebraic pro
blems of economtc~.sciences, the classicalhomogeni
sation method of nuclear reactor physics on the one
hand, and some new techniques of reduc;'ng the dimen
sionality of some models of mathematical physics on the
other hand. A multi-level version of the algorithm is
also discussed.
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S. McCORMICK:

The fast adaptive composite qrid method (FAC) for

LU =" AFU

Several authors have considered generally two'categ9 ries
of multigrid methods for solving the generalized eigen
problem ~U = AFU for elliptic operators. One uses a
linear multigrid solver for the inner loop of a li~

nearized (e.g. by inverse iteration) problem; the.other
i'nt e9rate s mu1t i 9 r ; d i nt 0 t he non 1 i. ne a r pro b 1eman d
may be ~alled FAS-~ype. We,howe~er, present what· m;ght
be called a simpler but somewhat more attactive approach
(in the self-adjoint ca~e) that is based on minimization
of the Ray leigh Quotient (e.g., by coordinate relaxa
tion) and a variationally formulated coarse grid correc-
ti on. .
We develop the algorithmfor both global and local grid
cases, establish a simple V-cycle theory, and exhibit
nume r i ca 1 res u1t 5 f 0 r a. s i n9 1e 9roup neutran d ; f f us ion mo 
del.

M.L. MERRIAM:

Similarities between multigrid & cyclic reduction

A -te chni queis s h0 Wn wh e re by i t i s .pos s i b1eta re ,1 a te a
particular multigrid process ,ta cyclic reduction 'using
purely mathematical arguments. The necessary transfers
and interpolations between grids are· not neg1ected but
are made the focus of the analysis. This technique
suggests methods for solving Poisson's equation in 1-,
2-, 'or 3-dimensions with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions. In one dimension the method is exact and,
in fact reduces to cyclic reduction. This provides a
valuable reference point for understanding mult~grjd
techniques. The particular multigrid process analyzed
is referred to here as Approximate Cyclic Reduction
(ACR) and is one of a class known as MGR methods in the
literature. It involves one approximation with a known
error term. It is possible to relate the error term in
this approximation with certain eigenvector components
of the error. These are sharply reduced in amplitude
by classical relaxation techniques. The approximation
can thus be made a very good one.
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H.D. MITTELMANN

Mu1t i - le ve 1 co nt i nu a t ion tee hni ques

A technique ;5 presented to solve param~ter-dependent

nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems. Several new
ideas have been combined with known methods to yield a
very efficient and reliable algorithm for continuation
along solution branches. Some of the features of the
program in which this algorithm is implemented are:
continuation on the coarsest mesh, adaptive local mesh
refinement in the multi-grid iteration, it allows to
hit target points, runs in interactive mode, locates
singular points and switches branches. Important further' •
application~ of the program are linear eigenvalue problems
andhomotopy continuation. Numerical results are presented
for several problems including one with a tertiary
symmetry-breaking bifurcatiön p.oint. This paper represents
joint work with R. Bank and T. Chan.

F. MUSY:

Multigrid'methods' in" a .\lariationa1 framework: The
. case of the saddle point problem

We consider a class of multigrid methods for the
numerical solution of saddle point problems. "The
methods are constructed from a sequence of nested
subspaces of both Hilbert spaces on which the
variational problem to solve is defined. The subspaces

.have to fit together such that an inf sup condition
is sati~fied at each level with a constant independent
of the level. The Uzawa method ;s studied as smoothing
process. Far the two level convergence factor we •
establish abound which proves the multigrid convergence
for the W cycle scherne. The 2-dimensional Stokesequation
~ith ~ppropriate discretizations is considered as an
appl ication. We repeat 'some numerical experiments where
the Uzawa smoother compares formally with the distributive
relaxation.
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P. PEISKER:

A multi·1evel alg.orittim for the biharmonic p'roblem

We consider a finite -element discretization of the mixed
variable formu1ation of the biharmonic equation. For the
numerical solution of the discrete equations a multi level
a1gorithm is ap~lied. Convergence is proved under the
assumption of H - regularity and using piecewise quadratic
finite elements. In particu1ar the'analysis with the
assumption of ~3 - regularity includes domains, which are
convex polygens .

J. PERIAUX:

Doma~n decomposition methods for the Stokes and the Navier
Sto kes prob 1ems :",

The mai n go a1 0 f t his paper ist0 p' res ent i te rat i ve "a nd
direct methods, using domain decomposition, for solving the
Stak es pro b1em. Theidea ; s todecompos e t he 91o'b a1
domain in subdomains with or without over1apping, thensolve
local Stokes problems and recouple these local solutions in
order to obtain a method for solving the global problem ..
Schwarz method can be used but also more sophisticated
iterative or direct methods matching the velocity and the
pressure on the interfaces of adjacents subdomains~ The
treatment of the incompressibility introduces extra
difficulty, compared, for example, to the solution'of a
standard Poisson problem; this is particu·larily··, time for the
finite el ement approximation of the Stokes problem's,
s pe c i a 11 y 'i f 'V. u=0 i s we a k'1 Y s a t i s f i ed. Then, t his .

,methodology is used to salve unsteady incompressib1e Navier
St 0 ke s e.q ua·t ion s f 0 r wh ich t he "·f 0 rmu1at ion i s f 0 und edon a
time discretization by operator splitting methode These
methods providean efficient local way to decouple"the two
~aJn 'difficulties of t~e ,problem, ; .c. the jncomp_r"essibility
(local Quasi Stokes~problems) and the non linearity
(local non linear problems solved by least squares).
These methods are well suited for a solution by
multiprocessor machines, and numerical results
obtained using such computer systems will be presented.
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J. PITKÄRANTA:

On the,multigrid solution of Stokes equations

The bilinear/constant finite element method for the
Stokes problem on ·a rectangular domain yields a simple
finite difference method whieh works well when combined
with direct solvers, despite the known lack of stabili
ty of the methode We show by numerical experiments that
the lack of stability causes severe diffieulties in the •
multigrid solution of the system. However, the conver-
genee of the multigrid method can be recovered by aoding
an appropriate pressure smoothing step after eaeh re-
laxation step. The added step can also be interpreted
as stabilization of the finite element methode A simi-
lar strategy is shown to work also in conneetion with
some other simple but unstable methods for the Stokes
.problem in two or three dimensions.

J. RUGE:

A1ge br a i c mu1t i 9r i cl meth0 cl s· .a pp 1i ecl tosys tems 0 f
PDEls

Algebraic multigrid is a metnod of applying multigrid
ideas to the solution of a matrix equation without ex
pl i ei t .use of the geometry or or; gi n of the ori gi na 1
problem. All information needed for the ehoice of the
co~rse grid and for the definition of grid transfer and coarse
grid operators is taken from the matrix itself. This •
method works well for a number of sealar 'problems ,
(those for which all unknowns represent the same q~n-

tity) including"finite difference and finite element
'discretizations of anisotropie problems, diffusion

problems with discontinuous coefficients, and convec
.tion-diffusion problems.
This talk briefly explains the ideas involved in AMG
and its relation to multigrid methods. Also, some of

.. the problems which arise when attempting to apply AMG
to discretizations of systems of PDEls. More informa-
t ; 0 n mus t be pro vi ded, in. par t ; cu 1a r wh ich unk n0wn's
correspond to the same quantity in the continuous pro
blem. Using this information, it ;5 shown how AMG can be
extended to cover 2-d linear elasticity problems. In

'addition, further modifications to relaxation and in
terpolation allow more complicated systems, $IJch as
Stokes equations.
Also discussed are several alternate approaches to
systems, each of which have some advantages in diffe
rent cases.
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B. STEFFEN:

Mehrgitterverfahren zur Berechnung der Eigenschwin
gungen von Hohlraumresonatoren

Für die Auslegung der gegenwärtig vielerorts geplanten
Hochleistungs - Teilchenbeschleuniger müssen die be
schleunigenden Felder mit sehr hoher Genauigkeit be
kannt sein. Dazu werden dreidimensionale Verfahren zur
Berechnung der Eigenlösungen der Maxwellgleichung be
nötigt. Eine sorgfältig optimierte Kombination der
Treppeniteration nach Bauer - Rutishauser als Eigen-
-wert - Algorithmus mit Mehrgitterverfahren für die Dif
ferentialgleichung und adaptiver Spektral verschiebung
verspricht, die geforderte Genauigkeit ohne exzessiven
Rechenaufwand erreichen zu können. Wegen der Komplexi
tät des Gebiets und der Randbedingungen sind hier aber
sowohl in de"r Lösung der Differentialgleichung als auch
i n der Ste uer ung des. Ei genwer tal gor i-t hmus no ehe i ne
Reihe von Detailproblemen zu lösen.'

U. TROTTENBERG:

Basic smoothing "methods for anisotropie 3D operators;
some remarks about the SUPRENUM project

In this talk the 1130 activities" of the GMD-MG group
are ·surveyed. .
Some systematical investigations for the anisotropic
operator {auxx+buyy+cuzz} by model problem analysis
have been made. I~ is snown that in certain cases
plane-relaxation is needed (if standard coarsening is
used): -Contrary. to the expectations of many experts:
suitable plane-relaxation algorithms (very crude

. 2D-MG cycles) turn out to be very efficient, and
easily implementable. In all cases FMG solutions (up
t9 trye level of truncation error ) can be obtained
W1 t h,- n 4- 11 wo r k uni t s (3 D po; nt re 1axa t ion s ) .
The SUPRENUM project (Numerischer Superrechner) and its
connection to non-adaptive and adaptive 3D-MG-methods
is described.
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R. VERFORTH:

Iterative solution of mixed finite element approximations
of the Stokes problem

We pres en't a pre co ndi ti 0 ned co nj uga te res; du a 1 a 1gor i t h.m •
. for mixed finite element approximations of the Stokes1pro
blem. The preconditioning consists in replacing the H
scalar proäuct for the velocity by a mesh dependent scalar
product which is spectrally equivalent up to a factor
00loghO. Using hierachical basis functions this scalar pro
duct has a diagonal stiffness matrix except a very small
diagonal block'. Hence it can easily.be inverted. The cost
of the precondi ti oni ng roughly corresponds to the calculation
of 3 vector products. The resulting algorith~ has a quasi
optimal convergence rate of 1-0QloghD. We g;ve same
numerical results for Stokes and Navier-Stokes problems and
compare them with those obtained with other iterative
methods.

P. WESSEL ING :

Applications of multigrid methods in computational
fluid dynamtes

The application of multigrid methods to transonic
potential and Euler flows, and to the Navier-Stokes
equations will be discussed. •
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K. WITSCH, U. TROTTENBERG:

Survey on several MG activities in the GMD

Four activities of the GMD-MG group are surveyed.
1) A MG code 'for the 20 full potential equation des
cribing the flow around an airfoil has been developed.
The approach is characterized by the following diffi
culties:
(1) use of cartesian coordinates
(2) Neumann b.c. on the airfoil
(3) the far field b.c. at infinity
(4) th~ Kutta-Joukowski condition.
By proper MG-treatment one obtains convergence factors
of O. 1 i n 3-.4 WU. Asp ec i a1 fe a tu re 0 f t he c0 de· ist ~ e
adaptive local refinement of the grids (massive concen
tration of gridpoints) near the profil.
2) Advanced refinements techniques (with local relaxa
tion and )'-FMG) have been systematically studied for' the
Poisson equation in 2D-regions with reentrant corners.
3) The IINUSIMOT II project is described. Here a MG' code
f~r the simulation of flow in the combustion chamber of
otto engines is under development.
4) Guided waves in optical components can be described
by an unsymmetric eigenvalue problem for two coupled
20 elliptic b.v.p., derived fram Maxwells equations. A
MG code for this problem ;s described and first results
are shown.

H. YSERENTANT:

A nanstandard multi-level method not depending on
regularity

In this talk the use of hierarchical bases in finite
element computat;ons has been discussed. It has been
shown that for plane elliptic boundary value problems
the use of hierarchical bases reduces the exponential
growth of the condition numbers of the discretization
matrices when using nodal bases to a quadratic growth
in the number of refinement levels. In combination
with simple but very fast algorithms for handling
hierarchical bases this leads to iterative schemes
which are of nearly optimal computational complexity
and are very easy to program.

Berichterstatter: Dipl.Math. Johannes Linden
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